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Several academic researchers, charity organizations and real estate professionals have studied the transformation 

of office and historic buildings into homes to find solutions to the affordable housing shortage, the decrease of cities’ 

downtown vitality, and vacant buildings not finding use. 

Based on case studies, this document provides tools, lessons learned and valuable information to understand, 

evaluate and manage a building transformation.  

Furthermore, one website is entirely dedicated to helping people trying to launch Self-help Housing programs: 

http://self-help-housing.org/what-is-self-help-housing/. This website outlines frequently asked questions on how 

to run such initiatives, answered with some cases studies. 

For case study examples, refer to the following publishings: 

• A New Life: Conversion of Vacant Office Buildings into Housing  

• Adaptive Re-Use of Offices Residential Conversions in Sydney 

• Office Building Conversion and Sustainable Adaptation: A Comparative Study 

• Upper Story Housing Case Studies  

• Canopy Housing, England 

Other organizations are focusing on transitional use of the vacant spaces, such as by using a historic building for 2 

years before it is turned into a museum, or by using an office building for 6 months before the owners are able to launch 

renovation work.  

Additional examples include: 

• Entremise in Montréal, Canada 

• Plateau Urbain in Paris, France 

There are also organizations that are connecting vacant space owners with associations, firms, or artists to manage 

win-win rental deals:  

• Reusing Dublin by Peter McVerry Trust brings vacant building stock back into use in Dublin. They have also 

launched an interactive map where people can register empty buildings. 

• Camelot Europe is a leading, international vacant property management service provider offering a wide 

range of management and vacant property security services to clients across the public and private sectors. 

They consider renters as property guardians since vacant spaces are more likely to be vandalized and 

robbed.  

The following pages present some of the key elements to learn from the initiatives previously identified. 

  

http://self-help-housing.org/what-is-self-help-housing/
http://www.entremise.ca/#apropos
https://www.plateau-urbain.com/
http://reusingdublin.ie/
https://uk.cameloteurope.com/


Canopy, a self-help housing program (Leeds, UK) 

“Self-Help Housing” involves groups of local people bringing back into use empty properties that are in limbo, awaiting 

decisions about their future use or their redevelopment. It differs from “self-build housing,” which involves 

constructing permanent homes from scratch. 

Canopy uses a model in which they rent or purchase empty buildings from city, firms or individuals, then a group of 

volunteers (mostly people without a home) work together to renovate the venue into a house. Some of those 

volunteers then become tenants for the apartments they helped fix. They pay a rent that provides funding for the whole 

program.  

Canopy has an important impact on the community; Canopy housed 21 new tenants and their families in 2014 and were 

joined by 46 new volunteers. 

An example of business plan for this type of program is available at: http://self-help-housing.org/what-is-self-help-

housing/. 

 

The use of a volunteer task force for renovation can minimize the costs and provide occupation since the training can 

build self-confidence for its volunteers, often helping them to enter the job market. 

Low Transformation Criteria Table 

The ‘Low Transformation Criteria Table’ is a useful tool to check before engaging in the renovation process. The more 

checkmarks that you have, the higher the risks associated with the property transformation. High-risk projects are 

significantly less likely to be undertaken than those with less risks associated.  

http://self-help-housing.org/what-is-self-help-housing/
http://self-help-housing.org/what-is-self-help-housing/


 

Remøy, HT., & Vander Voordt, DJM. (2014). A New Life: Conversion of Vacant Office Buildings into Housing. 

Opportunities and Risks in 15 Dutch Cases  

Opportunities for Transformation 

Conversion of vacant offices can be considered a sustainable alternative to demolition and new builds since less 

waste is produced from both the materials and transportation needed. A frequently heard argument for demolition is 

that older buildings are not up to current sustainability standards. However, the performance of the studied buildings 

was adapted to the level of Dutch building codes, as well as to the level of comfort expected by the relevant user group. 

Table 2 summarizes the most striking opportunities found in the Dutch cases studied by Remøy, HT., & Vander Voordt, 

DJM. (2014). 

 



 

Remøy, HT., & Vander Voordt, DJM. (2014). A New Life: Conversion of Vacant Office Buildings into Housing. 

Risks 
Most of the risks associated with converting vacant offices are technical risks, as outlined in the chart below. These 
risks can influence the financial feasibility of the property’s transformation. Table 3 summarizes the most striking 
risks found in the Dutch cases. 



 

Remøy, HT., & Vander Voordt, DJM. (2014). A New Life: Conversion of Vacant Office Buildings into Housing. 

Adaptive Re-use of Offices, Residential Conversions in Sydney 

Interviews with Sydney Stakeholders on Residential Conversion  
Interviews were held in February 2015 with experienced developers and agents in Sydney with respect to the drivers 

and barriers to residential conversion in the city. The interviewees had experiences working in both Europe and 

Australia, and each had over 15 years of work experience. The variables found in the literature regarding the technical, 

physical, legal, social, economic, and environmental variables of conversion adaptation are all considerations to 

greater or lesser extents. Table 2 summarizes the perceived drivers and barriers to conversion adaptation in Sydney. 



 

Sust. Build., doi: 10.1051/sbuild/2017002 

Lessons Learned from 5 Iowa Cases 

Historic areas in Iowa have undergone extensive transformations to convert old storefronts into housing. All buildings 
were deemed fairly low risk before these conversions took place. The buildings now serve mixed-use purposes, with 
housing on their upper levels. The Iowa Economic Development Authority tracked the challenges and successes the 
projects faced throughout their journeys and recorded them into a concise lesson plan. 



 

 



 

Iowa Economic Development Authority. (2014). Upper Story Housing Case Studies 

Camelot Europe Successful Actions 

Camelot Europe works as a vacant property management service. They seek to follow vacant properties through the 

vacancy lifecycle and to find solutions to generate income from vacant spaces. They have found that the most practical 

and cost-effective solutions to the problems associated with vacancy (theft, squatting, break-ins etc.) can be solved 

by creating living spaces in the building, or by providing housing for live-in guardians. 



 

 

 

Camelot Europe. (2016). Camelot Corporate Brochure [Brochure] 

Les Grands Voisins (Plateau Urbain, Paris) 

Les Grands Voisins is a transitional-use program for a closed hospital waiting to be transformed into a new residential 

neighborhood. This program is slightly more unique than the transformation solutions previously listed . For 2 years, 

Plateau Urbain helped an emergency housing organization “Aurore” to use the property as both a transitional housing 

center and a venue for artists, restaurants, and shops. The 600 people who were housed in different specialized 

shelters were able to take part in the many events and activities that occurred, enabling them to socialize, learn, and 

have a good time while building a greater support system and community. 

Entremise is currently trying to develop similar programs in Montreal. 

Author: Jolan Tcheyno 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHXFJmydJfE
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